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Femininity in Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure & Hamlet

One of the great joys of Shakespeare’s work is it’s timelessness and adaptability to a

more modern context than Shakespeare’s own. His plays exist in several different times: the time

given in the plays setting, the time Shakespeare wrote the play, and the time it is read in. Perhaps

the most prevalent example of Shakespeare’s ability to find relevance in the modern world is

Shakespearean women and their challenges. Between both Hamlet and Measure for Measure,

two of Shakespeare’s most famous plays, there is pervasive femenist commentary which has

aged into greater significance over time. Despite the unlikelihood that Shakespeare was

purposefully centering these two plays in explicit femenist rhetoric, it is now inevitable and

imperative that each Hamlet and Measure for Measure be viewed through a gendered lense. The

women's libber plot in Hamlet is manifested primarily through Ophelia and Gertrude’s characters

while the female protagonist in Measure for Measure is undoubtedly Isabella. However,

discourse on women and women’s issues is much more deeply ingrained in both plays than the

female characters alone, and much of the femenist framework in Hamlet in Measure for Measure

comes out of the male characters dialogue on women.

Sexism is constantly present in the words and actions of Shakespeare’s male characters

towards their female counterparts, both in Hamlet and Measure for Measure. More subtly than

Measure for Measure, Hamlet addresses issues of misogyny through the male characters' hatred

of women rather than the introduction of particularly strong or liberated women. The title
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character Hamlet, neither a true protagonist or antagonist brings up the tendency of insecure

and/or suffering men to villanize women and scapgote the opposite sex for their own

misfortunes, comdemning them as weak: “Frailty, thy name is Woman” (I.ii.146). Hamlet

displaces his own flaws onto Ophelia and blames her/all women for his weakness and insanity,

rather than recognizing himself as the true cause of his affliction: “I have heard of your paintings

well enough. / God hath given you one face and you make yourselves another[…] It made me

mad” (III.i.141-6). There is also a strong and omnipresent occurrence of slut-shaming, to use a

modern term, in the words and actions of Shakespeare’s male characters which highlights their

misogyny. Hamlet demonstrates men’s penchant for misogyny that is centered in a disapproval of

women's sexual liberation. When Hamlet condemns his mother Gertrude for remarrying he

focuses his dissent on her sexual activity, speaking of his disgust of her acting, “In the rank sweat

of an enseamed bed, / Stewed in corruption, honeying and making love / Over the nasty sty”

(III.iv.93-5). Similarly, he condemns Ophelia to a “nunnery” after she rejects him, suggesting

that she is worth less for having had sexual relations with him, while unoquivically excusing

himself from the same shame. He goes so far as to threaten to tarnish Ophelia’s reputation by

spreading rumours of their congress: “Be thou as chaste as ice, as pure as snow, thou shalt not

escape calumny. Get thee to a nunnery, go” (III.i.137-9). Here, we see Hamlet’s grief over his

fathers death and his mother’s marriage being supplicated into pure misogynistic hatred of

Gertrude and Ophelia, women he is supposed to love. This calls to attention the almost

subconscious nature of sexism, (both in and out of Shakespeare) that becomes so ingrained into

the collective male psyche that it may be weaponized so swiftly and easily. Additionally, despite

Hamlet’s apparent disapproval of sexually liberated women like Ophelia, he still remains

obsessed with female sexuality and continues to desire women sexually: "That's a fair thought to
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lie between maids' legs'' (III.ii.119). Lines like this in Hamlet highlight this specific hypocrisy of

men, which still very much exists in our society today, which castigates sexual women while

equally disapproving of women who refuse them their sexual gratification. A similar mentality to

Hamlet’s is paralleled in the male-lead of Measure for Measure, Angelo. Angelo’s hypocrisy on

sexuality is present in his relationship to Isabella throughout the play, although he does seem to

me more aware of it than his counterpart in Hamlet; Whereas Hamlet is blind to the problem

with his lust and condemnation of women for their lust, this problem is at the center of Angelo’s

internal dilemma over his attraction to Isabella: “O, fie, fie, fie! / What dost thou, or what art

thou, Angelo? / Dost thou desire her foully for those things / That make her good?” (II.ii.208-9).

He is capable of acknowledging that she is not a “tempress,” that he is failing to maintain the

chastity which he is attracted to in Isabella, and that he is wrong in his lust. However, Angelo is

even worse in his failures to women than male characters like Hamlet, in that he consciously

decides to act in double dealing and insensitivity towards the object of his desires: “I have begun,

/ And now I give my sensual race the rein: / Fit thy consent to my sharp appetite” (II.iv.172-4).

Lucio is another example of male hypocrisy on women’s sex lives in Measure for Measure who,

although far less sanctimonious than Angelo in his hypocricy, is equally two-faced. He makes

jokes at the expense of female sex-workers: “Behold, behold, where Madam Mitigation comes,”

while immediately claiming to be an active customer of her brothel, “I have purchased...many

diseases under her roof” (I.ii.42-5). Lucio doubles down on his hypocrisy when he mocks

Isabella for her decision to become a nun and practice chastity as if he has not just condemned

women on the other side of the sexual spectrum: “Hail, virgin, if you be, as those cheek-roses /

Proclaim you are no less!” (I.iv.17-8). Overall, the criticism of both sexually liberated women

and sexually chaste women is a common thread between both Hamlet and Measure for Measure
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that spotlights the unique ways in which misogyny is rooted in Shakespeare, and the continued

impossibility of modern societies expectations for women and sex; Additionally, it highlights the

sheer volume of mysoginistic sentiment in Shakespearean men, such that it so constantly informs

their dialogue and actions—a phenomenon that cannot be seperated from reality.

While the words and actions of their male counterparts are invaluable when it comes to

analyzing problems in the male point of view both in Shakespearean England and our 21st

Century world, it is equally important to evaluate the actions of the female leads in Hamlet and

Measure for Measure. Generally in Hamlet, the female characters are blindly obedient to male

authority, as was customary to the social-norms of the time. Both Gertrude and Ophelia are

expected to submit to the instructions of their male counterparts. For Ophelia this is her father

Polonius and her brother Laertes; For Gertrude this is her husband Claudius and even her son,

Hamlet, to a certain extent. In one example, Laertes tells Ophelia not to trust Hamlet’s affections

towards her and Polonius instructs Ophelia to stop seeing to him, condescending her by likening

her to a baby: “Think yourself a baby / That you have ta'en these tenders for true pay / Which are

not sterling” (I.iii.105-7). Rather than press against male authority, Ophelia replies in her

subservience, “I shall obey my lord” (I.iii.136). Alternatively, in Measure for Measure the main

female lead, Isabella, lacks a male next of kin to impede her agency because her brother,

Claudio, is imprisoned. However, even though Isabella is able to exercise her influence and act

as an intermediary without being directed or commanded by a male family member, she is still

unable to exercise her agency fully when Angelo acts on his hypocritical lust and demands she

submit to rape in order to save her brother, and threatens to ruin her reputation if she refuses him:

“Who will believe thee, Isabel… / You shall stifle in your own report / And smell of calumny”

(II.iv.166-172). Despite Angelo’s maliciousness, Isabella is able to overcome this obstacle
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whereas Ophelia could not through scheming (i.e. the bed trick). The difference between

Hamlet’s more submissive female characters and Measure for Measure’s stronger female

heroines underscores the importance of women being given their own agency. In Hamlet, where

the women are not proper actors, but supplicants to men, and the play ends in death and tragedy;

Yet, in Measure for Measure, Isabella is able to act on her predicament through the bed-trick, the

head-trick, and petitioning to the Duke for Angelo’s life— all actions which prevent deaths in the

play and ultimately allow a far less destructive series of events to unfold. In this way, Isabella’s

character is used to call to attention the ways in which women can wield strong moral

convictions, hold their own in debate with a man, and prevent tragedy as a result of male

hypocrisy whereas women who are groomed to be ineffectual and yielding to the will of men are

unable to prevent disasters like those which take place in Hamlet.

In closing, regardless of Shakespeare’s intention, both plays are undoubtedly brimming

with gendered commentary from the male perspective on women broken down by their dialogue

and the actions of female characters towards their predicaments.


